
 
 
Analysis of supply for Vitez municipality (from the territory involved in ENER SUPPLY 
project in Bosnia and Herzegovina)  
 

1. Description of the situation on the market of electricity in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
 

- Main regulation in electricity sector in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
 
On the national level, the ministry with primary responsibility over the energy sector is the 
Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Relations of Bosnia and Herzegovina (MOFTER). 
Regulatory implementation is the responsibility of the State Electricity Regulatory 
Commission (SERC), which has jurisdiction over the electricity transmission, transmission 
system operation and international trade. 
 
On the Entity level, the two corresponding ministries are the Ministry of Energy, Mining and 
Industry of Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (FMEMI); and the Ministry of Industry, 
Energy and Mining of the Republika Srpska (MIEMRS). FBiH Electricity Regulatory 
Commission (FERK) and the RS Energy Regulatory Commission (RERS) implement regulation 
of generation, distribution and supply of electricity within their respective Entities. FERK has 
three commissioners; RERS has five, each approved by their respective Entity Parliaments. 
Like SERC, FERK and RERS are funded outside central budgets. 
 

- Evolution in the liberalization 
 
Market participants are an Independent System Operator in Bosnia and Herzegovina (ISO 
BiH), a single company for transmission, three separate vertically integrated utilities engaged 
in generation, distribution and supply, each of which are Entity owned, traders and eligible 
customers. 
 
Electricity market in Bosnia and Herzegovina is partially liberalized since 2006. Market 
opening is regulated by Decision on the market opening from 2006. According to the Decision 
at national level qualified consumers of electricity can purchase electricity on the market (can 
choose supplier). It is plan to have fully liberalized electricity market until 2015. The 
following consumers can be qualified consumers: 

1. since 2007, consumers with annual consumption of electricity higher than 10 GWh, 
2. since 2008, consumers with annual consumption of electricity higher than   1 GWh, 
3. since 2015, all consumers, including households. 

 
In the meantime, all non qualified consumers are tariffs consumers. Tariffs are defined by 
regulatory commissions of entities (means that Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina has 
own regulatory commission as well as Republika Srpska). 

 
 

- Current situation (number of suppliers, free segmentation..). 
 
In 2012, there are 3 suppliers of electricity in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Two companies are 
owned by Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina.  Tariffs for each company are defined by 
relevant regulatory commission. The tariffs are different for each company. Tariffs for the 



 
 
companies operated in Federation of BiH (territory involved in ENER SUPPLY is in Federation 
of BiH) are given in annex (excel file).  
 
 
 

2. Description of the consumption 
 

Analysis of supply of electricity will be done for Vitez municipality.  Analysis includes 
electricity consumption of the following public buildings in the territory of the municipality: 

- administrative building of Vitez municipality (footprint 1.023 m2, annual consumption 
of electricity 68.400 kWh), there are 70 employees and about 400 visitors per day. 

- building of police station (footprint 780 m2, annual consumption of electricity 59.100 
kWh), there are 45 employees 

- 2 schools (one primary and one secondary, total footprint about 5.000 m2, annual 
consumption of electricity 65.000 kWh), in both schools there are about 1250 pupils 
and 80 employees.  

- local hospital (footprint 1.800 m2, annual consumption of electricity 88.200 kWh), 
there are 35 employees.  

 
Electricity supplier to all noted buildings is Elektroprivreda HZHB. All buildings are tariffs 
consumers (nonqualified).  Since they are tariffs consumers in the supply contract there is 
article which says that price will be changed according to decisions of the regulatory 
commission on the tariffs. The consumers can change the tariff group only. Except that, 
quality of electricity is defined in the contract (voltage and frequency). 
 
Consumption of the buildings and translation of one electricity invoice is given in Annex 2 
(excel file). 
 
 
 
3. Analysis of supply 

- collect different 3 prices (identification of operators that are interested to sell to PA) 
- Contract conditions (penalties, interest, interruption delay, power engaged)  

 
4. Comparison and elaborationof the best value 
 
5. Benchmark analysis  

- Employees of each buildings  
- Patterns of consumption 

 


